RESOLUTION-POLICY

From: Dr. Eric Milou, Rowan University Senate President
To: Dr. Ali Houshmand, Provost
Date: 4/13/09
RE: Senate Resolution 090413-5

Resolution on Promoting Foreign Language and Cultural Studies

Whereas the increasing national emphasis on globalization requires a heightened awareness of foreign languages and cultures,

Whereas the national trend among universities indicates a growing emphasis on international awareness and education,

Whereas there is no university-wide policy on foreign language and cultural education,

May it therefore be resolved that academic departments and programs be encouraged to provide opportunities for their students to develop competency in foreign languages and cultural studies.

Acceptance:
_____ I give my approval. I have forwarded this item to ___________________________ for implementation.

_____ No approval is actually needed. I have forwarded this item to the following individual or office for informational purposes only:
____________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL REVIEW NEEDED:
_____ I am willing to give approval if the following modification(s) are made:

_____ Before I can approve or reject this item, I need clarification on the following:

_____ I have forwarded this item to the following individual or office for further consideration and consultation.

Rejection:
_____ I decline acceptance of this item for the following reason:
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